IHS Cheer Tryout Teacher Evaluation

ALL Information is CONFIDENTIAL

To be completed by ALL 2nd Semester Teachers

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN TO ELISABETH KOWALSKI’S (ASB COORDINATOR) MAILBOX BY MONDAY, MARCH 16th.

Cheerleader Candidate: ___________________________ Teacher’s Name: ____________________

Teachers: It is the mission of the cheerleading program at Inglemoor High School to select athletes that exemplify the highest moral, academic, and athletic standards. We thank you for taking the time to provide an honest evaluation of this candidate. Please place this evaluation in Elisabeth Kowalski’s Mailbox upon completion. Middle School teachers can send completed evaluations via District mail attn. Inglemoor Cheer Coach. Thank you!

Rating Scale:

5 - Excellent, outstanding
4 - Very good, superior
3 - Average, good, could be better
2 - Fair, needs a lot of work, definitely lacking
1 - Poor, inadequate, totally unacceptable
0 - Unattempted

Using the scale above, rate this student on the following characteristics listed below. If scoring 0-2, please elaborate on why the candidate is receiving this score. Please do not mark any as N/A.

__________Attendance
__________Capability of leadership
__________Quality of work
__________Dependability and responsibility
__________Self-discipline and motivation
__________General attitude and disposition (no texting, sleeping, inappropriate comments, disrespect, etc.)
__________Ability to accept constructive criticism
__________Ability to work well in groups and with a variety of students
__________Appearance (dress/hair appropriate, cleanliness, etc. – follows dress code)
__________Good representative for RHS

__________/50 possible points

Would this person be a good representative of Inglemoor High School? Why or why not?

Any additional comments or concerns about this candidate?

If there is anything specific that you do not feel comfortable sharing in this form, you may direct those concerns to mmerrill@nsd.org (Cheer Coach). Thank you again for your feedback.

Teacher Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________________